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BY JASON PHILLIPS
StaffWriter

Anyone near the .science complex last Friday between 10:30 a,m. and 10:45 a.m. would
have seen bewildered tour guides, orange
tape and the science complex turned into a
virtual "No man's land."
At 9 a.m. on Friday, April 2nd, the
Waterville 911 control center was called and
told that a bomb was going to go off at 11a.m.
in one of the science buildings at Colby, according to Sergeant Massey of the Waterville
Police Department.
Safety and Securitywas not notified of the
call until 10 a.m., and the evacuation of the
buildings began at 10:30 a.m., according to
John Frechette, director of Safety and Security.
Some faculty and students werenot evacuated until close to 10:45, only 15 minutes
before the bomb was scheduled to detonate.
, 'It wasmore annoying thananything else,"
said Professor of Chemistry Wayne Smith'
who was in the midst of administering a test
to his Chem 142 class when the building was
evacuated: 'The net result was that I had to
make up another test,cancel a lab section and
the majors' reception, and readminister the

test on Saturday and Sunday."
" It was really annoying," said Ben Freeman '95 who was in the Chem 142 test. "I was
pretty ready to take the test. Rumor says that
someone in the class did it,but they'd have to
be pretty stupid."
Kylie Taphorn '96 gave an admissions
tour to prospective students that day at 2:30
p.m.,while the Keyes,Mudd and Arey buildings were still closed.
"Usually I take my tours through all three
science buildings," said Taphorn. "I had to
completely detour off my tour route.I tried to
be light about it and make a joke, but I think
it defi nitely would have affected my first
impressions of the school."
'The Physical Plant and the custodial staff
were a big help in securing the area," said
Frechette.
A second call was made to the 911 operations center at 10:30a.m. warning of the bomb.
Both of the calls were traced to on-campus
phones, according to Massey.
¦\7- The WatetVilte Polfcie Dept. is handling
the primary investigation, but the Federal
Bureau of Investigation is providing any
needed support. No device was found, according to Frechette.Making a bomb threat is
not a federal offense. It would only be a
federal offense if a bomb was actually deto-

p hoto by Eric Thoreson

Students fleeKeyes.
nated or if someone claimed responsibility
for it, said Special
¦ Gerald
¦¦ Mahoney of
¦¦ •Agent
. ¦- '• .*. ""- " • - ¦•
theFBi:
Some science faculty volunteered to hel p
search thebuildingbecause,"there area lot of
laboratory roomsand they know the building
the best," said Frechette.
President Bill Cotter declined to comment
on the issue because of the pending investigation.

The phones were fingerprinted, according to Massey, who would not disclose any
further information.
"No students were asked to stay insidethe
buildings, but some did help by keeping
people away from the outside of the buildings," said Massey.
No one has claimed responsibility for the
threat,and no one was willing to speculate on
a motive.Q
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well of Roberts Union on Saturday
night, April 3. Two students who
News Editor
were nearby extinguished the fire,
according
to Frechette. Two bulleIn the past week three fires have
tin
boards
were destroyed .
blazed on the Colby campus.
As of yet, no one has been imp liThe first fire was on March 30 on
cated
or has claimed responsibility
the second floor of Mary Low. It
was in a trash can near the kitchen,
according to John Frechette, director of Safety and Security.
xVIJ. TiXIXQ Q
The fire was extinguished by two
students who saw it while it was
still small.
The second fire occurred Friday
night,April 2,on the second floor of
Miller Library. The fire was started
with a fireworks device set on a pile
of papers, according to Frechette.
The Waterville Fire Department
arrived on the scene and ventilated
the building to get the smoke out,
according to Firefighter Ray Poulin. for the fires.
'The one [fire] in Miller and tht
The only damage done was to the
one in Roberts clearly had a human
rug, said Frechette.
"It wasn't very exciting," said element involved." said Frechette.
Mike Antoneiello .'94 who was in "All three are under investigation."
Safetyand Security has increased
the library the night of the fire. " I
their
foot patrol team.
just helped get people out of the
Most
of the campus is well
building and went back after to see
sprinkled, but checks are being
the damage."
There was only a small amount made on the system, according to
of fire visible from outside the li- Frechette.
All threeof the fires could have
brary, according to Antoneiello. Stubeen
very dangerous," said
dents were re-admitted later* that
Frechette.
"Anyone with informaevening.
The third fire was in the stair- tion is urged to come forward ."Q

BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER

[fires] are
tinder
investigation*"
^Jokn Frechette

Administrators
and t heir
salari es:

The Price is Right

Echof i l evltob,

The $182,132 Man.

Colby Senior Lynn Furrow is
one of two recipients of the Saint
Andrew's Scholarship. The Scholarship is awarded to two students
Additional securityagentshave of Scottish decent from colleges in
beenhired by the collegein response the northeast,according to Furrow.
Bill Cotter
to the recent events at Colby, ac- Furrow received $12,000 to study at
President $182,132
cording to John Frechette, director the University of Edinburgh for one
of safety and security. Security year. Furrow plans to study in the
Lawrence Pugh
agents from MB1 Security in Port- East AsianDepartment concentratChairman of the Board $0.00
land have been hired to supple- ing on.Chinese women and the efment the usual Colby agents, ac- fects British missionaries on their
Gerald Holtz
cording to Frechette. Frechette de- position in society, according to
Vice Chairman $0.00 :
clined to comment on whether or Furrow who is .an .East Asian Studnot Colby security agents were ies Major with a minor in Chinese.
Peyton Helm
asked to work overtime prior to the W.G.
V.P. of Development and hiring of the additional agents. It
Alumni Relations $99,521
has not yet been determined how Geology lab in ...
long the MBI agents will be emBob MacArthur
ployed for, according to Frechette. Dana?
Dean of Faculty $103,188
Jason Spooner '95 was met with
W.G.
a rather unpleasant surprise in his
Arnie Yasinski
chili on Monday at lunch in Dana.
Anyone know
Administrative V.P. $93,600
While chomping on a bowl of chili,
anythin g about
Spooner discovered a small pebble
Earl Smith
in his lunch, he said.
the bikes in
Dean of the College $85,688
"You should have seen the look
on
his
face when he found it," said
Woodman?
Parker Beverage
Several bikes in the Woodman Jed Dunkerley '95 who was present
, Dean of Admissions and Finan- basement had their tires slashed, at the table.
cial Aid $77,600
Dunkerley took the pebble to
according to Shannon Roy, head
Associate
Professor and Assistant
resident of Woodman, However,
Sidney FanChair
of
Geology
Robert "Dr. Bob"
Roy wasnot able to say exactly how
Secretary $76,437
Nelson
for
analyzation.
After lookmany bikes wens vandalized nor
when the incident took place. ing at it under a microscope
Janice Seitzinger
Niether Roy nor Director of Safety Dunkerley and Nelsondetermined
Dean of Students $68,900
and Security John Frechetee know that the pebble was made of sandanything more than that nor have stone, according to Dunkerley.
Figuresaccording to Colby Col thay taken any action to remedy the
"Yah, it was pretty bad and I've
lege List of Officers Form 990 situation. W.G.
been sick all day,"said Spooner. "I
1991-2.
don't know what was in that chili."
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LaPan:supervisor of the Post Office loonies
BYANNAALTISEN
StaffWriter

Allen LaPan makes; working in
the Student Center mailroom a
laughing matter.
"[The post office] is the free zone
where students can act, say or do
anything they want with no restrictions," said LaPan, mailroom supervisor. "
"1 encourage them to be their
own personality.
It is a good place to work, because [the student workers]areall a
bunch of loonies."
Making it possible for all students to get the right mail at the
right time, however, is only one
aspect of LaPan's life.
"Most people would not believe
that I attended Bangor Theological
Seminary in the late 1960s," said
LaPan,who wasborn in Burlington,
Vt.,grew up in Conn, and presently
resides in Augusta.
"Yes, I was going to become a
Methodist Minister,but I soon realized that even though my faith was
strong I was there for the wrong
reasons," he said. "It was a good
time to find myself."
During the years LaPan spent in
Bangor he discovered "the brick
around which all [his] life is built
upon;" the fact that he is gay.
"Colby has allowed me to be
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outrageous and a complete person
as far as my personality is concerned," he said.,
"I think that by letting me be an
example that being yourself is okay
Colby has helped students and faculty to avoid peer pressure that
sometimes narrows people's ability to become a complete person.
Everybody benefits when
people can be themselves in their
sexual, religious, or any other aspect of their lives."
Although LaPan used to be a
member of The Bridge, this past
year he has decided to stay out of
the organization.
"I do not want to influence a
student organization because I believe that a student organization
like The Bridge is there for the students," he said."I am here to show
them that they can surviveas a gay
person."
The Bridge has grown enormouslyin the past five years which
LaPan believes is positive for the
entire Colby community, since "it
not only shows that more homosexuals are coming out of the closet,
but also that more heterosexuals
are becoming aware of how small
the difference between homosexuals and heterosexuals is aside from
the fact of with whom one shares
his/her life."
LaPanbelieveshomosexualscan
succeed more with larger numbers.
As a group "they have strength
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and form a cohesive unit, he said.
"Nobody is going to harass 50
people." "
Moreover, "[homosexuals]
should live their lives true to their
convictions because otherwise they
inhibit their personal growth and
cheat the rest of the world by not
being able to share their unique
personality," said LaPan.
In order to educate the Colby
community, LaPan suggests not
only to bring in more speakers but
also to have some kind of social
interchangebetween gays/lesbians
and students on very small, intimate groupings, such as floor or
hall meetings in the dorms.
"By inviting gay people to come
in and share time together students
would realize that they are not very
different from them, and it would
probably bring people closer together,"he said.
LaPan has been a board member of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political alliance [MLGPA] for three
years, although he has belonged to
this political lobbying group for
equal rights for five years.
"This is the ninth time trying to
pass an equal rights amendment in
Maine, although this year we are in
a better position to pass it than ever
before," said LaPan.
LaPan is also the chairman of
the MaineLesbian/GayScholarship
Committee.
"Every year we give two $500
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scholarships, and one of last year's
recipients isa first-yearstudent here
who has made the Deans' list," he
said.
This year has been special for
LaPan, because he has been asked
to host an international student for
the first time.
"This has probably been the
most rewarding thing I have ever
done at Colby," he said. "It has
been a very difficult year for me in
my personal life, and [being a host
father] has helped me to survive."
Besides
working at the
post office he
enjoys going to
Boston to attend events
such as musicals, Red Sox
games
or
flower shows.
Traveling is
also one of his
hobbies.
"Last summer 1 went to
school to be a
travel agent
and 1was once
a travel escort
to Hawaii for
two weeks,"he
said. "I also
went
to
Scandinavia
once because
M T
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the price was very good."
LaPan has enjoyed witnessing
the growth of the college.
"Every department at Colby
does more work now with less or
the same amount of people," he
said. "When I came to Colby in 1979
the post office was only open from
10a.m. to 3 p.m., but I changed it to
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and introduced the
amnesty hour," he said. "We are
very customer oriented and that's
why I take it as a personal attack
when people criticize the post
office/'Q
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BY JASON PHILLIPS
StaffWriter

The debate over the cross on
Lorimer Chapel rages on.
In the latest attempt to find a
solution to the controversy surrounding religious symbolism on
the campus, the committee to investigate the use of religious symbolson theColbycampus has asked
an architect to look at the chapel
and try to devise a way in which
multiple religious symbols can be
displayed simultaneously,according to the committee. The architect
is working on his own time and is
not charging Colbyfor his services,
according to the committee.
The committee has also been
investigating issues of placement
of religiously related posters and
oth^r such notices in public spaces.
IfrfsVas suggested that religiously
related notices be limited to a specific area on campus so that people
who are offended by the displays
can avoid them, according to President Bill Cotter. The college currently has no restrictions specific to
the display of religious notices that
are any different than those regulations pertaining to all notices.
"Do we want to limit our learning experiences by limiting where
we can place religious symbols?"
said Student Association [Stu-A]
President Bill Higgins '93.
In an effort to provide a "religious space"that isopen to all faiths

and is not offensive to anyone,
the institution of
a "religious comCOLBVS RELIGIOUS-BREAKDOWN
mon ground"
was proposed at
the April 1meetProtestant
30 - 35%
ing of the ad hoc
27-33%
Roman Catholic
committee. This
common ground
22-25%
None
space would be
8-12%
Jewish
reserved for dis4%
"Other"
plays by the religious groups, so
1%
Muslim
other students
1%
Buddhist
could learn about
the religious diversity at Colby.
Other suggestions made at the
meeting were an
archwayto wetcome people ot an day."
One of the goals of the commitreligions or no religion into the
chapel, lawn adornments to repre- tee is to "help people realize that
sent the religions or simply taking there is nothing scary about a difdown the cross. The religious sym- ferent religion," said Professor of
bols that maybe included in a new Chemistry Brad Mundy. "We must
structure are the Star and Crescent not be afraid of other religions, but
of Islam,the Star of David of Juda- we should learn about them."
"Human beings are the basic
ism, the . Torii of Shinto, the YinYang of Taoism,the Lotus of Bud- symbols of any religion," said Fadhism, the Latin Cross of Christi- ther John Marquis, Catholic chapanity and the symbol of Conjugal lain.
The committee will continue to
Bliss of Confucianism,according to
a memo from Cotter to the mem- meet to discuss ways in which the
college can best express the relibers of the committee.
Tf we were to build a religious gious diversity of Colby without
building today,we would not build offending anyone. All student ina chapel with a cross on it," said put is greatly appreciated, accordCotter. "The Chapel is not repre- ing to the members of the
sentative of our student body to- comrnittee.Q
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A literary society was tetxg tinxmv$ by the brothers-of ihe
LamMaChlAlphatLCAI&atera^^
7y 1985 isstte of th# Echo.Th£ grOfcp phttitted to iit&t hold an
p?gan&afi»tta$ ftle&tg ia gefc an idea. of h«# ffcany people were
inj eresfed io;joiningthegrowpa»d todetemaneJxow ih*meetings

would be conducted^according to Society Oilman Jim Meltsner,
Ceoxge Orwell's at$M* was <hos«» as Ihe first reading, said

Mef E$tte&
A Jack of student interest jn leading:
outsideof courses Was cited

aspireseason forftrcmitigthe society,accosditigtoMeHs»erv"Meltener
did «ol deny that forming a Kteraty solely might also help the
fraternities ^ standing witlv the admini&iaiiatt^aidthe article*
' A literary society Would allowj noyeoppoifunities for studentsto
tend and disease wo*&soateide of course*eadi«g and wouldallow
those who already do outside reading to share their opinions with
others,accordingto Meltsaetv
Thisiis a good opportunity*o show th at frats can produce more
than Just pasties/'said Meltene&The Dean of Student Office was
very supportiveof theidea, he saidXJ
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WHY OUR STUDENTS SCORE MORE
At least 3 computer-analyzed
diagnostic tests, pinpointing
strengths and weaknesses
Class size
Extra help sessions always
with a teacher - not a tape
Teachers expertly trained by
people - not a tape

The Princeton

Stanley

yes

no

Review

Kaplan
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FEWER

30-50

absolutel y

no way

of course!

not a
chance

10 oz. GROUNDCHUCK with CHEESE,
BACON, LETTUCE, TOMATO, ONIONS,
and RUSSIAN DRESSING • $6.25

PUB BURGER (602.)
PUB CHEESEBURGER

$3.95
$
4
.
5
0

TERTYAKE CHIX. SAND.
TENDER MARINATEDCfflCKEN BREAST IN A SPECIAL PUB SAUCE.
SERVED WITH BELL PEPPERS, MAYO OR HONEY MUSTARD.

$4.95

HOT PASTA SALAD

I^^IhI^^SSuSSS^wI

TRI-COLORED ROTINI W/ PESTO SAUCE AND SAUTEED VEGGIES.
WITH CASHEWS $5.50
WITH POACHED SALMON $6.25

GREEK (GARLIC ROASTED CASHEWS> PTZZA

PESTO SAUCE, TOMATOES, GREEK OLIVES, SUN DRIED TOMATOES, RED PEPPERS/CASHEWS, TOPPED WITH FETA CHEESE.

12" - $12.99

MANTCOTTT

15" - $16.99

SERVED WITH TOSSED SALAD AND GARLIC BREAD

$5.50

CHECK OUT THE NEW CD'SON THE JUKEBOX:
Eric Clapton, James Taylor, Wandering Spirit,
the Commitments.U2. nnd More!

Spring marked hy Passover and Easter
BY KAREN LIPMAN
Features Editor

Whether by attending a Christian service or a seder dinner, or
feasting on a glazed ham or a leg of
lamb and matzo ball soup, m a ny
students are celebrating two holidays that signify spring this week:
Easter and Passach (Passover) .
Passover lasts for seven to eight
days depending on whether you
are a reform , conservative or orthodox Jew , according to Rabbi
Raymond Krinsk y. "The idea of
universal freedom is being celebrated in this holiday, as well as
rebirth," said Krinsky. "Passover
celebrates the deliverance of Jews
from Egyptian bondage."
Monday ni ght a seder for the
first night of Passover was held on
the second floor of Roberts. A pproximately 86 students signed up,
said co-Presiden t of Hillel Stephanie
Pulver '93.
"We've been having this [campus seder] every year on the first
ni ght of Passover," said Krinsk y.
Typically, a faculty member leads
the seder and others participate with
the readings, he said.
A seder is a meal wherein the
story of Passover is described, said
Krinsky. Seders are geared toward
interesting the children. Hiding a
piece of matzo wrapped in a napkin
for the children to find at the end of
the seder is a common tradition in

death on the cross. It marks the end
of Lent. There will be no Easter
service on campus; however, the
holiday will be celebrated in the
dining halls with an Easter buffet of
lamb and chicken cordon bleu.
Only two people said they'd
be there [at Easter mass] out
of 68 or 70 so they'll probabl y attend services down
town," said President of the
Newman Council Jon
Eddinger '93. Eddinger will
attend Sunrise service at
home with his family followed by a brunch with his
grand parents, aunts and
uncles, he said. "Not onl y is
it a sign that the lord's alive
again but it 's a sign that
spring is here. I enjoy [Easter] a lot. It holds a lot of
meaning for me."
"We usually go to Easter
Vigil on Saturday ni ght," said
Becky Tru fant'96, who p lans
to go home to Mass. for the
Rabbi Krinsky talks at Hillel' s Passover Seder. P ^to by Yuhgo Yamaguchi holiday. "On Sunday we go
to my aunt's house [in Maine]
holidays.
where
all of my relatives meet. It's
said.
"It's hard to celebrate on cam"I'd much rather be home,"said a time for all my family to get topus becasuse of the food ," said
Matt Medwick '95. "I've never re- gether."
Pulver. "The only thing you can eat
Sue Sarno '93 is also going home
ally missed [being home for seder]
on campus is matzo and vegetables
before . This is going to be the first for the weekend. "Easter is a big
...if you are really celebrating you'd
year. I brought my own food up deal at my house—not necessarily
use a separate set of dishes and
this year from home and paper the religious part," said Sarno. "We
remove the leavened bread from
lates and plastic silverware. I am have a bi g family meal and everythe kitchen. If I could go home I p
one comes home for it. "Q
very strict about what I eat."
would."
Easter is the celebration of the
Ellen Derrick '96 usually spends
resurrection of Jesus Christ after his
many families. Usually the child
who finds the matzo is given a prize
or a small amount of money.
Many students, whether celebrating Easter or Passover, find it
hard to remain on campus for the
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Easter with her famil y, often while
vacationing on Easter school break.
"Wherever we are we go to church,"
said Derrick, who lives in Buffalo,
N.Y.Thisyear will bedifferent. Til
stay here and go to church," she
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BYWHITNEY OkOCKNER
News Editor

University of California Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA
Two UCSB first-yearstudents spent their spring break in jail *
First-yearsNico Cabrera and Riyad Nabti spent 12days in Jail on
charges of copying a state seal in conjunction with a fake IJX
operation the two ran. The two students also incurred fines of
over $2500 and are required to complete 100hoursof community
service.
Bates College, Lewiston,ME
The libbey Forum on the Bates campus was closed due to
asbestos contamination.The building holds many Bates classes,
which had to be relocated during the one month period that the
building was closed. The building was scheduled to re-open
around March 3&
Skidmore College,Saratoga Springs,NY
Students mourned the tragic death of AIDS activist Michael
Burton from the AID S virus. Burton was active in promoting
general awareness of AIDS on the Skidmore campus. He will be
missed by all as a spiritual victor in his fight against the deadly
virus.
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Bern Porter promises engaging performance
Visiting :
Writer- -

BY JAMES KELLEY
Asst.A&E Editor
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Colby has had many graduates
go on to feme and fortune. Few,
however, have gone about it in the
manner of Bern Porter "32.
Porter will be returning to his
alma mater on April 9 at 3 p.m. to
read from his latest book of poetry,
"Sounds That Arouse Me," in the
Robinson Room of Miller Library.
He will be accompanied by playwri ght and biographer James
Schevill, who has just completed
"Where To Go and What To Do
When You Are Bern Porter,"
Porter's biography.
Porter was born in 1911 and
raised in Holton, Maine. He chose
Colby for his undergraduate education and was a very active student. Between working as a teaching assistant for the physics department and editing the humor magazine "White Mule,"Porter founded
thephysicsclub. Hegraduatedthird
in the class of 78 students and went
on to Brown University for graduate studies in physics. ...
Porter continued his fascination
with science into the Second World
War, and became a member of the
Manhattan Project, creator of the
atomic bomb. He resigned from the
project on August 8,1945,two days

after the first atomic bomb destroyed Hiroshima. Like many of
thescientists whocreated thebomb,
he speiit the next several yearstrying to cope with the force he had
helped unleash on the planet.
"My act of leaving the Manhattan Project,"said Porter in his biography, "wasn't wholly from guilt
nor could it be called strictly a compensating contribution to society.
As I sat there in my room, I felt I
could and should do ' more good.
My reaction from destruction was
simply that I had to do something
constructive with what limited talents and funds I had."
Porter had long held an interest
in writing and publishing. Upon
leaving the world of military science he found that the government
wasstill pursuinghim. He wassubjected to governmental spying and
prying. This greatly complicated his
efforts as a writerand publisher. He
self-published some of the worksof
Henry Miller, whose frank treatment of sexuality made him extremely popular with censors across
the country, It was partially_due to
Porter's efforts that Miller achieved
the degree of recognition his works
currently hold.
For many years, Porter continued to travel and meet artists, poets,writers and kindredsouls. Eventually,he returned to his home state
and settled in Belfast,Maine. In 1978,
Porter opened the Institute for AdvancedThinking athis Belfast home.
The Instituteexists for all those who

need a place to develop their artistry,but defies precisedescription,
as does its guru. The spartan accommodations(guests must goelsewhere for food and sanitation) are
the only potential deterrent to an
otherwise sensual bath.
As time has passed, Porter has
become a central figure in the Mail
Art and Found Poetry movements.
Art expert Ken Friedmandescribes
mail art very simply in his biography of Porter: "The great genius of
correspondenceart hasbeenitsfreedom anditsuseof 'corresjpon dence'
in the phenomenological sense: the
binding together and bridging of
ideas, media, objects, and persons
who correspond or relate to each
other in various ways."
Porter has self-published several books and has generously
funded the Porter Collection in
Colby's Miller Library. His book
"Sounds That Arouse Me,"recently
published by Tilbury House in
Gardner,is an intriguing combination of poems, essays and musings
on the art of writing. In fact, it is
partly due to the efforts of student
interns at Tilbury that Porter will be
coming. Intern ShirleyMacbeth '93
is particularly enthusiastic!
"It is really a great honor for
Colby to have such important artistic and literary figures coming," she
said. "This promises to be one of the
more unusual and. interesting
events at Colby this semester." It is
certain that the upcoming reading
should be a night of eccentric and
engaging company.Q

Phineas Bridge is heading for tlie "Big Time"
BY MEADOW DIBBLE
A&E Editor
They could be heard playing for
a crowd of 200+ last Saturday in the
Heights Community Room and on
Friday in Treworgy. They call themselves Phineas Bridge, but will not
say why.
"We'd like to remain a mystery,"
said vocalist John "Jed" Dunkerley
'95. After toying with several titles
such as "Johnny C and His Buddies," 'Thigh Hair" and "Banana
Points to No One,"the band settled
on Phineas. Where did the final
namecome from? Purportedly from
Dunkerley's ass. John Carolan '95,
theband'sdrummer and politician,
claims it springs from somewhere
deeper.
"But we'd rather keep it enshrouded in mystery until we hit
the Big Time," said Carolan.
The six-member band began
playing together this fall, but had
been "mentally forming" since last
spring, according to the members.
Dunkerley and Jason Spooner '95,
vocalist and acoustic guitarist, had
p layed together at Coffee House
events as first-years. Carolan and
guitarist Brian Vacant! '95 had
known each othor in high school,
though they played in different
bands. The incorporation of Jesse
Lovell '95 on bass and Ebon Dorros
'96 on keyboard seemed to satisfy
all the necessary components for
the making of a great band. But six
members also meant at least six different ideas of what to play.
said
"Rock and Roll ,"
Dunkerley, in a thick Spinal Tap

cockney.
"Actually, there are a lot of musical differences in this band, from
wanting to do cheese piano to
grunge," said Spooner. But the
members seethis as a positive point
rather than a hindrance.
"It just means that if you have a
song you want to do, you have to
figure it out and learn it," said
Vacanti.
When the band formed, they
were doing mostly "drunken party
dance tunes," but now they cover
songs that they find interesting and
fun, tending to stay away from the
traditional mass-pleasers. As the
band has grown tighter and learned
each other's ways, they have created a unique sound in their unusual covers and also in their originals, which they plan to focus the
better part of their time on in the
future.
The band comes first priority
above academic and social commitments for all of the members except
Carolan, who would like it to be
known that schoolwork comes first
for him. With six members, coordinating practice time is difficult, especially having to workout hours
wi th other campus bands also needing practice time in thechapel basement, "that shitty little hell-hole
radon trap," according to Vacanti.
Last semester there were six or
seven differcntbands all vying for a
couple hours in the chapel and they
would often show up at the same
time. There are only four bands this
semester,a small improvement,but
the members of Phineas feel that
the decrease is most likely duo to

pf wlo by Yuhgo Yamaguclti
The members ofPhineas Bridgefromleft to right,Eben Dorras '96, Jed Dunkerley '95,
Je98eLovell '95, John Carolan '95 ,Brian Vacanti '95, and Jason Spooner '95.
frustration and discouragement bers find it hard to get a lot accomAny band is going to attract
with the facilities provided .
plished because they arc often irri- morethanSO people,"said Spooner.
The basement room is usually table and at each other's throats.. . "I thinkthatSccurityisso engrossed
filled with at least five complete
Phineas Bridge is happy with in the rules that they've lost their
drum sets and other equipment, they way things are going in the ability to sec through them and see
making movement difficult. There band itself and in their genera l re- that people arc having a good time.
is no ventilation and exposed hot ception around the Colby campus, Listening to a band is a healthy
water pipes that run along the ceil-; but the members feel that a good thing. It secms like Security would
ing and walls have caused more thingdescryes encouragement, an d rather sec people playing Beer Die
than a few burns, according to the thoy do not fee! they or the other than sharing stuff they've worked
band.
campus bands havo gotten much hard on with other kids."
"Sometimes it's amazing to us from the administration or from
But they did not want to seem
that wc don't find our equipment Security.They have been shut down like all they had were gripes."We're
melted in a pool of molten metal on three different occasions for essentially just a group of really
and plastic," said Vacanti.
breaking the fire code and play i ng good friends who love playing
Tempers run hot too when the after hours , This is a sore spot for music together," said Spooner.
room gets steamy, and the mem- them.
Upon this they could all ogrceJD

Groundhog ©ays a feast
BY¦ AMY KL BORRELL

77 7 ' . ' ". StaffWriter

he calls Rita in bed, how charming). Then he
gets frustrated and attempts to end it all. The
groundhog of Punxsutauney,whose niame is
The Natural, Lovejoy 100, April 8-9, 7 & 9 p.m. and
also Phil, becomes involved in one of the | |
|1
|
^
| |
P
more grizzly of these attempts.

If you are looking for a moviethat is not stupid,
this one is not for you. "GroundhogDay," starring
' On ahrf rin it pnes. ¦' ¦
Bill Murray and Andie MacDowell, is petty, silly
Phil, the man, eventuallyuses his repetiand a bit boring, but not bad. :
tive day to learn jazz piano, 19thr century
The humorous devices are similar to those in French poetry,ice sculptingand the keypiece
"Ghostbusters." This makes sense considering of information that Rita alwaystoaststo world
Murray and director/actor Harold Ramis were peace (how darling). I do not think I am
instrumental in both projects. The similarities lie in spoiling it by confirming that yes, of course,
the predictability of humor and plot direction. Of they end up together and the cycle ends.
course "Ghostbusters" had the Stay-Puft MarshThis movie appeals to a societal fantasy
mallow Man, a definite plus.
which involves attracting the object of one's
Murray is Phil Connors, a weatherman who is lust by becomingthat person's perfect match.
as egotistic as he is obnoxious. He responds to his Phil claims he loves Rita becausesheis so nice
producer Rita (MacDowell)'sappreciation of small to people. Rita is far from a strong enough
town Groundhog Day celebrations with "People character for this reasoning to hold water.
like blood sausage,too. People are morons."
Of course,I doubt that the objectiveof this
The movie's premise is Conners goes, with movieisto challenge stereotypesand Phil the
protest,to the town of Punxsutauney (actual spell- Groundhog(whoseoff-stage name is Scooter)
ing,believe it or not) to cover the annual Ground- really was quite adorable. Points' are also
hog Day festivities wherehe attemptsto gain Rita's earned by George Fenton and Harold Ramis
favor through piggish advances. He is crude and for writing a song about weathermen and
selfish as usual until,boom, he wakes up the next Groundhogs. Soundtracks are available.
day and it-is Groundhog Day again. And again.
The end analysis is I wish I liked it less
And again. Conners is doomed to repeat this one than I did. It was stupid and extremely predismal day for all of eternity, it would seem.Sarte's dictable, but I fell for the formula touching
"No Exit" with a twist. At first, Conners is under- part involving the elderly,homeless man and
standably confused and then excitedby the infinite I would have felt cheated if the ending was
possibilities and proceeds to use his accumulated anything less than happily-ever-after. If you
knowledge of this unchanging day to rob armored are in the mood for this kind of movie, you
cars and seduce unsuspecting fluff women (whom will love it. If not,spend your money on "The
Crying Game" instead.

Pilgrimmage to the
A-One i a chrome haven
BY MEADOW DIBBLE, NICOLE YOUELL
AND AMY KL BORRELL
A&E Editor and Staff Writers

We pulled up in front of the boxcar diner, its
chrome facade shining in the glow of the street
lights, and agreed this was the place we were
meant to find .Our Zen-driving had delivered us to
the A-One Diner on the bridge over the Gardiner
stream. It was no accident and this was no ordinary joint.
The neon clock over the formica counter announced "It's Time To Eat," so we slid into a
leather booth, complete with mandatory metal
napkin dispenser and perused the menu. It was
standard fare,black and white; do you want fries
with that? We had expected no more and were on
our contented way to deciding on a sandwich or
salad platter when our eyes were drawn to the
specials board. There we discovered Chicken
Marbella,Asparagus ChickenCrepesand fiveother
such exotic delights.
For the sake of journalistic proficiency, we
dropped the sandwich idea and selected from the
more intriguing choices of Salmon with Native
American Caviar Butter,Chicken Marbella, Spicy
Chicken and Sausage Jambalaya. We started the
meal off by sampling from the A-One's fivechoices
of soup. The Greek Lemon was lemony and ricey
(and assumedly Greeky) and reminiscent of a
warmed up tapioca pudding. Curry Cream of
Broccoli had a nibbling encounter with the back of
the throat but a mellow green after-taste. The
Hungarian Mushroom was decidedly a "comfort

soup"with "lots of good things to chew on."
We hid scarcely slurped our very last
spoonfuls when three aromatic entrees shot
through the chrome tunnel,direct from kitchen
to counter. Thankfully, a carafe of water accompanied the arrival of the main course.
"Mmmmm...,"we said in unisbn. The portions were just right, served with a generous
helping of vegetables and choice of mashed
potato or the A-One's exceptional hand-cut
fries. We savored each bite and fell into easy
conversation, facilitated by the stylishly relaxed atmosphere. Agreeable music choices
such as Ella Fitzgerald and KD Lang completed the mood. Before long, we had come to
the end of our gastronomical journey and the
waiter was inquiring whether we had seen the
dessert menu, which we had not stopped
eying since we came in.
The choices seemed to be custom-fitted to
our tastes; mocha cheesecake, warm apple
raspberry crisp a la mode and a perfectly
chewy peanut butter chocolate chip bar, also
topped with ice cream upon request, with
Green Mountain coffee to wash it all down.
Over coffee we revealed our secret identities
as Echo investigative reporters. We chatted
with the cordial staff about the history of the
A-One, which has been open, without fail,
since the 1940s.
We cannot say enough good things about
the A-One. It's perfect. It's affordable. It's
generally snazzy. Go and tell them that the
Echo women sent you, or better yet,bring us
along.Q
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Cinema: 873-1300
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III PG 7:10
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Born Yesterday PG 650
Grounghog Day PG 7:20
Hear No Evil R 7:30
Top Spin PG 7p.m.
The Crush R 7:40
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2% Fi ddleron the Roof:
8:00 p.m., April 11,2 p.m., Schaeffer Theater.
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Bangor Auditorium:
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Flute Recital:
0 Music by Bach, Bozza , Doppler, and Iber t, including world premier %
ie by professor Elliot Schwartz. Sunday, April 18, 3:00 p.m., ;g
P of Aer
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P
7,8:00
Tickets
available
at
(207)
May
p.m.
775-3331
Phish
in
concert,
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and TicketMaster outlets.
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Lorimer Chapel Spotlig ht Series Event
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Thomas Friedman,author of From Beirut to Jerusalem, speaks on p
the Middle East. Thursday, April 8,11:00 a.m., Lorimer Chapel. p
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Colby Art Museum:
1993 Student Art Show, Colby Art Museum until April 27
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Edwin J. Kenney J r., Memorial Reading:
Author J ames McConke y reads from Storie s From
My Life With the Other Anima ls and "Wav es " by
,Edwin Kenney J r. April 14, 8 p.m. Special Collections , Miller Librar y.
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Colby Museum Exhibit:
Exhibit of works by Fabian Cereijido , opening
April 18 with a re ception form 3-5 p.m.
Poetry Readin g: *',
Poet/Physicist Bern Porter and Biographe r Playwright J ames Schevili talk and performance art. 3
p.m. Special Collections , Miller Library and Mary
Low coffeehouse 7:30 p.m.

p
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p Coff eehouse Folksinger:
a Leader , songs of protest and hope , Thurs0 Marth
*•
p day April 8, 8 p.m.
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Editorial is the official opinion of the paper. The other opinions expressed on this page are not
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The Colb y Echo encourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
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Don't shut us out.
In the pastweek the Colby community ha*seen some scary

Wei dents hi t a little too c!n$e to home- tliebomb threat i n Keyes

and the fires throughout:cawipus axe definitely causes for alarm
in the wake t>i the World Trad* Center disaster* The
administration's response ta these incidents,how*vei>is questionable. Softie students and faculty in the science buildings
We^ nOt 'evacuated until |ust Jf$ rnjiniJteSbefore the bomb• Wa$
scheduled to detonate*This past Saturday the Street was locked
up and students wereforced lo leav*the Lander Room at midnight accordingte^N^^^^M"1^^
lovej oy, and therefore th eMactabr was ala<* lacked up>at m»d*
night on Saturday, Theadministration's fearof f uture inciden ts
iaiitideistaiidabier butwhypunishlheenUfestudentbodyinthe
jarocess? The administration cannot us# the fear af a repeat
incident as an exc«s*to haft #%<*^caderofcptpcess. There must be
some wore viable alternatives \o satiate the College's fcarfc
Safety and Security has beefed wp ita squad by paying extra
guards from Portland to patrol campus*Anything to insure that
students can paciatte<} or study wherever and whenever they
choose to around campus. Living in fear of another possible
disaster is a burden that we all have to live with al here at Colby.
Buttemember,thb ia ait academic institution first? let'snot let the
asinine actions of a few ruin it for us alL

Sta-A election a travesty
Has anyone bothered to Jook at the numbers? In the run-off
heJd this past Tuesday, Marinel Mateo and Bonnie Johnson
edged out Jon Blau and Mare ftubin by ll votes* 11votes. The
problem With this U that Mat<*0 arid Johnson reefcved only 355
voles total,Which is 23 less than Blau and Rubin received in the
original election,whenthere were four tickets. What happened?
did anyone even bother to vote the second time?
Either ther*wasn't <W0ugh publicity for the mtH>ffiwhich te
the responsibility of Stu*A, or suddenly a bunch of BJau/Rubin
supporters decided that the two leading candidates were
overq ttalified for the job. It seems strange that the first election

rmtftbo won by n pHri\\\ }yt5 QpwmtotWt * voteormoifc ) white

the run-off need only be won by on e vote.
It was bad enough that attempts were wade to try to discredit
BJa t* and Rubin upon the announcement oif a runoff, buMhe
oufcowe of the tetiou was marffe &v<in wore ludteMi*wlwia
Mateo and Johnson admitted to keeping a pillowcase advertised
ment on a do$ tot three days straight to avoid brcaki ng campaign
', /
publicity *ute$>
tMhnktilty*ht*i* of tb> fow tj tetott should havo be^jrt d*V
qualified. Blau and Rubin ufced 8TS to contact VOifc'rs Whfeh k
against election regulations. Moody and Locw wenfrnver budget
on their&tym and Wat*o «*id Joftnpon u$«d Mo&U Print* to
pubh'tfwth^dv^ whidfcte^
Thb fl«)ly candidates who did Art viofcito el*cUoh,*egul*<id*i$
Were f Cttify and hue. Are we t<? atmiufyiA that iff j fe^ulatlona^eV
^
followed Kfog and U*would ha on*$«»•A %midmtm0lm%
, ",/ „ ¦ ,K, „
f
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m is for CJiapels and €hri^tiaip

In light of the recent controversy concerning the cross over the chapel,I feel that we haveyet to attack the heart
of the larger issue. For a school that aspires to be nondenominational,Colby is mired in hypocrisyi,Now, whether
there is a cross or hot on the chapel is immaterial; in fact, I actually believe that the cross should rlernain on top of
thieclrapd.MeraU,LorimerChapelwasestablishedasaCM
the cross, a viable symbol of its existence.
¦ -;¦:
. .!quarrel with the extensive usage of Lorimer Chapel for other events on campus: It is ridiculous for a school
which states on the first page of its catalogue, "Colby stands for diversity,without which webecome parochial,"to
require President Cottersfirst-year students welcomingspeech to be held in a chapel! The Spotli ght Lecture series
is normally held in the chapel,as well as a host of other events throughout the year which are totally non-religious.
Whoare wefboling?Certainlynot me.Weindeed areparochial. Ithinkweshould takealonghard lookattheairrent
policy before we continue to espouse religious diversity. We need an assembly hall that is free of religious
denomination.
Scott David Greenfield '93

We don't want you around. Good-bye.

I am a French exchange student,and I am upset. I cannot help thinking of Dean Seitzinger's welcoming speech
lastSeptemter.Shetoldus://WewantColbytobeyourhomeawayfromhome.Ithasthereputationofbeingacarihg
5
place. It is a carir.gplace."
I am sorry to say that I don't think so. During COOT, we were told that we had to interact with the students,to
become part of this community. I think that we, international students, did pretty well.
Suddenly, the administration showsus another face. We will have to move out the day following our last final
exam. The problem is the same for all the students;no matter where they are from, whether they have a car or not,
whether they have preoccupied parents or not, whether they have time to pack during exam week or not. Is this
being friendly and considerate?
As an international student, I feel doubly frustrated. I feel kicked out of this place, and I feel that I am denied
the right to fulfill this year I spent at Colby. Graduation is part of the American tradition; we don't have any
equivalent to it in France. Several of my friends are graduating this year and I would have loved to share this
experience with them. Every American student will live this,but we will not be allowed to because we arei here for
just oneyear.I doubt that a handful of foreign students would have disrupted the festiveatmosphereof the campus,
bankrupted dining services or heavily weighed on the amount of work of the custodians.
We could still moveoff campus for a couple of weeks,find somebody who nicely lets us invadehis/her privacy,
and walk backand forth to Colby. This would bea wonderful way to end this year. Thank you, I really feel at home.
Pascal Chancerel

Yetanother Top Ten resp onse

¦ My letter is in response to a statement made b Jarue DeForge and Andrea Walker in their letter which was
y
published in the Echo on March .l8th. - . x-f . , ., c .;. .. ,. , . . r • .. -; .c^ hA \ iJc ii0 . . Y; Y . ¦.'. '. ¦. . '' . . ,7; Y;-7;f. , Y
They say "We thought that the original Top fen List made ^fun of first-year men more than if IhisiSlted yvromeri
in any way."Theyarecorrect in saying the list made fun of the men,but is also degraded women.There isa difference
between the teasing the men received and the implicit assumptions about women and male/female, relationships
behind the statements made in the list. These assumptions are not readily noticeable,but they are integrated in the
list, like postulates to the conclusions made.
This is true for much of our society. The list perpetuates these 'postulates':inaccurate stereotypes we all share.
These stereotypesare present in our society and are passed down from parent to child, from teacher to child, and
are built into us and reinforced by numerous daily influences such as our peers and the media.
The peoplewho wrote the top ten list were not intending to offend anyone,but becauseof implicit assumptions
built into them, which are derogatory toward women, they did.
David Berner '95

Hey WMHB, open your eyes

Assistant A&E Editor James Kelley wrote in the Echo for Mar. 18that WMHB Manager Karen Oh '93is "trying
to find students and residents interested in hosting talk shows."
What does she think 'The Major" is—chopped liver? What does she think I'm hosting Friday evening—a hogcalling contest?
If WMHB'sboss lady is sitting on air time that can be made available to some newly-discovered talk show host,
I suggest she give way to the demands of my listeners and assign it to the Major Spaulding Call-In Talk Program,
now a wedged-in 30-minute segment of the Rap of Maine Show, and allow it to really get off the ground, f y . .
While she'sat it,she might follow up on her pledgeto get the station'scall-in delay mechanism straightened out
to allow quicker processing of the many calls jamming the line on Friday evenings.
No, Karen,you don't need someone to host a talk show on WMHB. You need to take care of the one you've got
by giving the program he's airing each week a real boost.
Richarcl "Major" Spaulding
Host, The Major Spaulding Show

Way to go
Patrice!

I just received word over here that Patrice FrankoJones was granted tenure and I am ecstatic. I'm ecstatic
for her, I'm ecstatic for Colby,but mostly I'm ecstatic for
those teenage kids out there who one day will be lucky
enough to come to Colby and take Econ. with Prof.
Franko-Jones. In my own Colby tenure I have seen no
professor be more devoted to his/her students'learning
and well-being. Sure, there are many whose dedication
may tie Prof. Franko-Jones', but nobody I've known is
more dedicated. To be a little corny, she really puts the
"teach" in "teacher." Sayonara Colby!
. . . .-. .: . .

'

John Grady '94
Brethen Colleges Abroad
Sapporo,Japan

Stu-A scores with
Western Bonanza

I am writing to thank Stu-A, and particularly Jule
Gourdeau, for getting John Schwab and the Schwab
Brothers as part of the very well put together Western
Bonanza Night. The line dancing lessons by Donna
Brousseau were a great idea,and theband wascxccllent,
pmbablythebestlhaveheard oncampus.Itwasareally
good time for all attending, which unfortunately were
top few in .num ber, though through no fault in
advertising. Even if you did not happen to be a big
country music fan, you still would have had a great
time. It wasrcallydisappointingthatmorestudentsdid
not take advantage cij f all that the night offered.
David M. Smith '93
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For servite.icall 1-800^^S-FKUSTRATION
BY^^ MIiRPHY -J ¦:
^
Contributing .Writer ¦ .
It is Sunday evening,and,likemost Colby
students,you plunk down in a comfy chair to
call the 'rents. Just as you expect to be connected, a problem quickly develops-r-your
Student Telephone Services [STS] card is not
working. "But, gee, I just got the bill yesterday,"you say to yourself. "It couldn't be due
already, right?" Wrong.
Although many students were excited to
return to campus this past September to have
both phones provided in their rooms and a
phone company that would provide them
with cheaperratesthan ever before,this exul-

tation wasquickly squashed. STShas proven
;to:be simply another large corporation that
takes advantage of its customers. ,
First, examine their payment policy. STS
is located in Atlanta, Ga;, over 3,000 miles
from Maine; it takes over a week and a half
for their bills to get.to our mailboxes, and it
takes another week for our checks to get to
them in Atlanta. STSgives thestuderit a little
less than a month to pay the bill. STS charges
a $5.00 late charge, and then will deactivate
the student's service if payment is not received within 10 days of the due date. The
last bill was dated March 8,it was received in
bur mailboxes "on March 17, and was due
April 5. Therefore, the check would have to
be sent on or before March 27—giving the

No WMHB dump ing in Echo
BY JAC COYNE
Asst. Sports Editor

¦HH ^BnaBDmtB ^Hnwnn ^nHM ^iMMi ^HH

The Echo has, in the past, been
used as a forum in which to take
pot-shots at WMHB and its Execu- _ ..
tive Board and the practices they
choose to follow. What bothers me
about this practice is not that the
Executive Board, of which I am a
member, is taking a beating, but
rather the way in which individu-

There is no need
to use tlie Edio as a
shield
l>gKi&<$ \
which to m&k&presumptuous and mh %

" ufite ' ^Y&fej rieti te

aboutthepolisj iesof
WM&6L

als choose to do it.
Every Monday,there are Executive Meetings in which grievances
are heard and addressed by the
members of the Board . The meetings are held in the lobby of WMHB
and are open to everyone; members of the student body, the Student Association, the administration and the community.
Many level-headed and intelligent peopleuse these meetings as a
forum in which to express how they
feel about how the station is run,
and what they feel should be

changed about it. The Board may
not always agree with a grievance,
but a reasonable conclusion will be
arrived at and dispensed.
In working with General Manager Karen Oh '93,1have found her
to be forthright and available for
any questions that I,or any one else,
may have. She makes herself very
open to all comments or criticisms
one may have.
In doing so, she exposes herself
to a lot of criticism from all areas of
the Colby community and the surrounding Waterville area. Much of
the criticism is due to understandable differences in opinion and operating procedures. The critics have
what they feel is a legitimate gripe,
arid most of them take the time to
consult Karen and the Board about
their problem and deal with the
matter.
7 Then there are thd^e troublemakers, using the prestige, or lack
thereof,that they perceivethey have
earned in "service" tri the community, m order to command what
they want. As anyone with a sane
grasp on reality knows, that does
not go over well in dealing with
reasonable people. .
There is no need to use the Echo
as a shield behind which to make
presumptuous and asinine statements about the policies of WMHB
in the hopes of gaining some sort of
support or popular base that has
not been available in the past, and
will certainly not be available in the
future.Q

student 10 days to pay the bill.
; STS is aware of this problem,but does not
seem to care, as one Customer Service Manager,LaurieSigler,said on the phone when it
was brought to her attention. "We know and
do not see the problem," she said. Thus, the
late charge becomes nothing more than an
underhanded profit tool at the Colby
student's expense.
The problem is then compounded when
the college blocks other competing phone
cards (AT&Tamong others) from being used
at certain times of the day. This monopolistic
practice is in conflict with current anti-trust
laws and is illegal on public phone lines.
However, the major problem with STS is
their genuine disinterest in their customers'

needs.Aside from STSbills being frequently
incorrect, the customer service people are
often rude and impolite over the phone. One
student had his roommate's phone calls on
his bill and STSoutright refused to send him
a correctly itemized bill, saying "the bills for
this month have already been printed and
distributed."The student would have to "take
their word for it" regarding the balance and
promptly send his check.
We do not need a company that takes
advantage of us with phony late charges and
incorrect bills nor a college that restricts access to competing companies. Are we asking
too much for a company that can competently distribute monthly bills, fairly assess
late charges, and listen to our needs as adult
customers? I don't think so.Q

Bomb caller st ereotypes Middle E ast
-

BY AMIRA BAHU
StaffWriter

zero. Wrong. There was a big loss.
A loss of respect.
It is reported that the person
who
made those two threatening
It is desirable to attribute
phone
calls either had or faked a
the lunacy of the recent week
Middle Eastern accent, thus makto the unusual weather, ing
a connection with the World
coupled with mid-terms, Trade center bombing and serving
elections, trustees and peel- as the primary cause of the FBI's

ing tans. But the events of
Friday, April 2 may not be
explained by such mundane
and cyclical reasons..

Political strife is
comp licated; the acts
/of a few do not al- .
1"ways' represent tHe "
' feelingsof tliewhole.

There is a clear degeneration in
the degree of respect and consideration of others not only on this microcosmic campus, but also in our
society in general. When the grey
day comes that some frazzled and
tenseChemistrj/142 student threatens the lives of hundreds !of people
all in the name of an exam , the
temptation to admit defeat is great. presence. As if a lone bomb threat
What defeat,? Defeat of education was not sick enough in its concepand social well-beingas a safety net tion. Notonly has this personthreatfor random acts of terrorism, vio- ened anddisrupted thelivesof hundreds of people, but he has perlence and prejudice.
But there was no bomb. Instead, petuated the stereotype of all
there were postponed labs and ex- Middle Easterners as deranged and
ams, stranded biology com p. note- evil terrorists. This is more saddenbooks, Waterville police, fire and ing and disheartening than the
ambulance squads, whatever FBI bomb threat itself.
Islam is not a religion of terror,
agents who could be spared from
Waco, Texas and the Brunswick but rather a religion of peace. Like
Naval Bomb Squad. No lives were most reli gions, it is based on the
lost,no one was hurt. Net loss equals notion of communal well-being,

goodness to others and loyalty to
God. Extremism defined by violence is unfortunate, be it in the
name of Islam,Judaism, Christianity or any of the other leading religions of the world. One need not
look farther than Waco, Texas to
find an example.
Therefore, in the wake of these
acts, let the Colby community redeem itself, in a sense, and not let
the more subtle side effects of this
incident make the damage worse.
Political strife is complicated; the
acts of a few do not always represent the feelings of the whole.
One person succeeded in perpetuating the myth that so many
are trying furiously to dispel.
Middle Easterner does not equal
terrorist. Neitherdoes Irish. Do not
fall victim to the nightly news and
simply absorb the stereotype. Read
and understand why. Then no random act of violence is successful
because the public is informed. It is
up to each individual, because no
one will educate the uninformed,
not the hi gh schools, not the colleges not even the media, unless
you are ready and willing to ask
questions,to reason and to enlighten
others.
Apathy breed s ignorance. Ignorancebreeds violence. Isn't that ho w
we got here in the first place?Q

If there was one thin g you could tell the tru stees,
what would it foe?

I'm not really sure what
trustees do, so what

Can I have a j ob? I have a

exactly do you do?
-Amanda Bryan '94

Colby degree...
-Patricia Thorpe '93

Do what you want with
the school, just don't get
rid ofthe pinball
machines.
-Chip Paterson '96

photosby Ytihgo YamaguM

Tell Tulio to hit the
bricks.
-Sumner Lemmon'93
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Get $400 To Use As Cash Back Or A Down Payment .
Pius , Pre-Approwed Credit For Qualified College Graduates.
You took endless tests and endured more allnighters than you can remember. It's time to receive
the credit you're due — savings on the Ford car or
truck of your choice.
And your R)id dealer can help. Right now, you can
receive a $400 cash rebate on most new 1992 or 1993
fold cars or trucks in stock, in addition to other incentives being offered. Qualified graduates could make
no down payment on vehicles less than $18,000 MSRE

You can even defer your first payment up to 120 days,
This offer is available to college grads, grad school
graduates and grad school students graduating
betweenJanuary 1, 1993 and December 31, 1993.
So hurry down to your Ford dealer and pick up
some extra credit — big savings on a Ford car or
truck. You may even be eligible for pre-approved
financing. The Ford College, Graduate Purchase
Program. For more information call: 1-800-321-1536.
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,;?' ¦- . ;. .. /«• fates a special kind ot adult to get through to a troubled adolescent If
you think you have what it takes, we'd like to talk with you. We're The
Key Program, Inc., the region's leader in residential and outreach services for troubled and court-involved teens.
When you join our staff of caring, competent human service and criminal justice professionals, you 'll call upon your insight, compassion and
listening skills to reach into these young lives and make a notable difference in their futures.

i

To join us in our work , you 'll need a Bachelor 's degree in a related

^
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j

*

Human Services field, plus a car and a valid driver 's license. You'll enjoy
our extensive training, a competitive salary of $18,000 per year and
comprehensive benefits in this unique, 14-month position. Relocation
assistance is available; positions are located throughout Massachusetts,

B

A

Rhode Island and Southern New Hampshire. Please send a resume to:

n

Personnel, The Key Program , Inc., 670 Old Connecticut Path,
Framingham,MA 01701. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Downstairs from the Silver Street Tavern
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Wednesday & Thursday:
•22 oz.- Drafts-$1.-50
•2 looters for $1.00
Thursday:
•Bud Rock Box Giveaway
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Taking the LSAT? I

Friday & Saturday:

Rock & Roll

i

with Full House
Bring this ad in and get 10% off on food in the Safa ri Bar

T your way P*-,A mf^
' , '^
to the right
I answer. k— i " 'y I

Safari Bar 873-2277

WATERVILLE
HOUSE OF PIZZA
139 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
, M A I N E 04901
TELEPHONE: (207) 873-4300

FREE DELIVERY
NO M I N I M U M

'

SPE CIA LS
BUV LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA
GET 2nd ONE 1/2 PRICE
2 LARGE CHICKEN CUTLETS
(Cheese; Lettuce , Tomato , Mayo)

$5.99

ANY SALAD - 50$ Off
BUY 2 SMALL PIZZAS - 1 Topping

$5.99

FISH & CHIPS
All Yon Can Ent- Inside Onl y

$2.99

ANY LARGE SUIJ - 500 Off
6" SUB & 12 oz. Coke & Sninll Chip
(Cheese , Lettuce , Tomato , Green
Pepper & Olives - Hot or Cold)

for $1.99

EXPIRES APRIL 30th, 1993

6 PACK SUITCASE
Budwciser

5.00

16.00

Busch

4.50

14.00

Busch Light

4.50

14.00

Nat ural Light

4.00

13.00

Coors Ligh t

4.50

14.00

Schaeffcr

4.50

14.20

Old Milwaukee

4.50

14.20

Pabst

4.50

14.20

1 To get your hi ghest possible LSAT score , you must:
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Senior scholars experience
independent study
BY KRISTIN FRENCH
Contributing Writer

Thirteen, seniors are striving to
get the most out of a liberal arts
education by participating in the
Senior Scholars'Program this year.
"This isan unusually large number of students, said Professor of
English Peter Harris, Director of
the Senior Scholars' Program. 'In
the past yearsthere have only been
four or five Senior Scholars."
Since the Senior Scholars' Program is equivalent to 12 credit
hours, participating students are
released from two courses per semester with Jan Plan optional, so
they have enough time to work.
Students receive 6 credit hours for
each semester or Jan-Plan they
spend working on their project.
The reduced course load is a
good thing for senior scholar Bill
Charron,a government major,who
has been studying the press treatment of the Democratic candidates
of the 1992 presidential election
since before the primary caucuses
even began. 'I've learned a lot of
research methods," said Charron.
"For the entire first semester I had
to read every article about the six
Democratic Presidential candidates
in both the Boston Globe and the
New York Times from August 1991
to January'92. This has been the

best academic experience I've ever
had at Colby—workingclosely with
one prof essor, especially Professor
Corrado, has been one of the best
thingsthatl'vedone,"said Charron.
MarchMcCubrey,an anthropology major, is studying the cultural
structure of sporting camps in
Maine. "During the first semester I
looked at sporting camps all over
Maine," said McCubrey. 'It was
fun getting out to thedifferent parts
of the state."
A Senior Scholars' Project usually consists of an 80 to 100-page
paper for a research project or a
portfolio for an art project. Seniors
who are interested in the program
must select a topic,writea proposal
and select a tutor to sponsor them.
The tutor, who must be familiar
with the student's subject area,
meets with the student on a regular
basis, at least once a week, to review the progress of the student's
project. The student must also select two readers to read the project
and offer their comments.
By the end of the year when the
projects are finished, the students
must present their projects publicly
in the form of an exhibition, short
oral presentation, concert or any
kind of presentation appropriate
for the project. The students also
must write a final report of their
project, which is graded by the tutor and the two readers. Senior

Scholars receiveone grade for all !
2
credit hours.
Sarah Inman,a Senior Scholar in
CreativeWriting Fiction, has been
workingunder theguidanceof Visiting Assistant Professor of English
Jim Boylan. She will give a reading
and present a bound copy of her
collection of twelve short stories
next week along with the rest of the
Senior Scholars.
Next week is the annual Senior
Scholars' dinner where all of the
Senior Scholars present their
projects.
"It was tough in the beginning
because I didn't have a whole class
for criticism and more people to
motivate me, but after Jan Plan I
thinkthingskicked in,"said Inman.
"It'sgood to get used to working on
your own because [writing] is not
really a group activity."
" The wonderful thing about
Senior Scholars is that independent
study is a good test to test the students' commitment to a particular
field," said Harris. "I feel that it is
the ideal conclusion to a liberal arts
education."
Other Senior Scholars are Greg
Belanger, Donald Bindler, J r.,
MichaelGenco,ChrisIannini,Warren Kelly, Sumner Lemon, Sara
Regan, Eric Miles, Cecily Von
Ziegesar and Kristin Winkler.?
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to become an
.
Would f o u like
for the Fall of 1993?
Help lead the Class of 1997
down the road of success !!

Everyone is encouraged to apply.
Know that you can make a difference.
See Sheila, Tullio, or Ma rinel in the Student Activities Office
by Thursda y , April 15th.

Cabin fever sets in for spring teams

BY YUHGO YAMAGUCHI
Photo Editor

With all the fields covered in
snow,the spring teams are finding
some pretty interesting waysto get
outdoor practice time. The
fieldhouse parking lot seems to be
a recent favorite. On one afternoon
this past week,theJ V lacrosse team
and both the men's and women's
rugby teams were outside running
drills among the sparsely scattered
cars. The men's varsity lacrosse
team wentas far astheHoyt'smovie
theater parking lot to hold practice.
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p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
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Where else can you catch a matinee
screening of 'TeenageMutant Ninja
Turtles III" and see some great lacrosse while walking to your car
afterwards? Still awaiting the
"spring t haw," the crew team
dragged their ergs outside to get a
little outdoor practice action. The
Alfond track was cleared and
drained this week sothe only spring
team with a legitimatepractice field
is outdoor track. Baseball, softball
and women's lacrosse seem to be
the only spring teams still playing
under the fieldhouse roof ...
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CLASSIFIED
***CAMPUS REPS WANTED***
HEATWAVE VACATIONS SPRING BREAK 1993 THE
BEST RATES & THE BIGGEST COMMISSIONS
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 800-395-WAVE
MARKETING/CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
THE PRINCETON R EVIEW , the n ation's leading test
prep company, seeks highly motivated, well organized
and extremely personable self-starters to serve as parttime on-campus marketing representatives. Put your
marketing skills and creativity to work. Competitive
pay and many other valuable incentives.
Call Michael at 1-800-447-0254.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn $2,000+/
month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career employment
available. No experience necessary. For employment
program call: 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5069
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn $600+/week in canaries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats. Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary
Male or Female. For employment program call 1-206
545-4155 ext. A5069
NATIONS #1 DATING HOTLINE
All Lifestyles CALL NOW!
1-900-820-1260 Ext. 4049* $2.99 min. 18+
IT™™-™ "—
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INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT - Make money
teaching basic conversational English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Make $2,000-$4,000+ per month. Many provide
room & board + other benefits! No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For International Employment program, call the International Employment Group:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5069

Instructors Wanted. Tlie Princeton Review is looking for bright,
enthusiastic people to teach SAT Courses throughout NH & ME.
High Scores a must. $14/hour. Please send a resume including
standardized test scores to: Tlie Princeton Review, 1330 B eacon
St. Suite 351, Brookline, MA 02146 or Fax to (617) 277-6727.
Local Interviews Start Immediately.
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Heading for EUROPE this summer? Only $169!! Jet there
anytime for only $169 with AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let's Go!
& NY Times.) CALIFORNIA - $129 each-way. AIRHITCH®
212-854-2000
INTERESTED IN FILM OR VIDEO?
IF YOU HAVE A CAMERA, WE ARE LOOKING FOR STUDENTSTO MAKE A VIDEO OF YOUR LOCAL AREA. WE WILL
PAY YOU $500 FOR 2 TO 3 DAYS OF WORK. FOR INFORMATION CALLC.B. PRODUCTIONS . INC.M-F 9-5 (617) 332-9606
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SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT
EARN $2500-3500 AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE. National
campaign positions to renew the Clean Water Act, promote
comprehensive recycling, and stop offshore oil drilling. Available in Portland, 22 states and D.C. Campus Intrvws:4/15.Call
Jamie toll free: I-800-75-EARTH

THULE Roof rack systems. "Sweden's best," sold here.

DAVID MATHIEU CO.

Established
1928

11

AUTO BODY
Allen St., Waterville
872- 5518

Behind College Ave.
Car Wash
[
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Syracuse Abroad

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEP TED FOR...

We om UHjdf m f ) (fcf wm

AFRICA • AUSTRALIA • CZECH REPUBLIC •
ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • HUNGARY •
ISRAEL • ITALY • POLAND - SPAIN
• Courses Taught in English and Host Country

Language

Peace Corps recruiters will be on the Colby campus April 12 and 13. Find out
how your degree in math , biology, chemistry, physics , or education can
qualify you for the experience of a lifetime.
INFO TABLE

Mon., April 18
1:00 - 5:00
Student Center Lobby

FILM SESSION

INTERVIEWS

Mon., April 12
7:00 pm
Roberts Union

Tuos., April 13
9:00 - 3:00
Eustls/Caroor Services

Call tho Poaco Corps
617-565-5555 or 800-648-6052 ext. 107

Peace Corps

A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY

B

• SU Credit
• Field Trips/Traveling Seminars
• Internships
• Stud y For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
• Home Or Apartment Placements
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILAB LE
Syracuse University Division of Internati onal Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
I
?
Syracuse , NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472
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Colby men's tennis- team .
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Discount Beverage and Redemption

—Mules drop first three matches

Center

partner with sophomore Drew Snow.
On a positive note, the team has seen some
results
from two of its first-year players, Gerry
BY DEREK PLUNKETT
Perez
and
Dave Tedeschi.
StaffWriter
These two have helped to replace the loss of
This season Jon Yormak, captain and lone senior five of the top*six players from a year ago.
Tedeschi's play from the baselineis solid and
member of the men's tennis team, leads a young and
he possesses a great deal of potential.
inexperienced squad into combat.
He will be competing in the sixth singles
TheMuIe'slackof experienceshowed thisweekend
when the teamlost its first three matchesof the season.
Perez has stepped into the second position
They were defeated by Bates College, Bowdoin
College and Hamilton College, but hope to bounce and produced some promising results this weekbackwhen the weather improves enough for outdoor end,winning two singles matches and a doubles
match with partner Lapides.
play.
This weekend the team travels to Conn. Colclass
in
Matt
Although the team has a solid junior
lege
on Friday and Babson College on Saturday.
McGowan,Matt Lapides,Hung Bui and Jeff Carter, a
Both
opponents havecaused problemsfor the
lack of consistent court time haunts them.
Mules
in
the past but the team is feeling good
McGowan did not play in the top six last year,but
chances this weekend.
their
after a great deal of improvementin the off-season,he about
've
"They challenged us in the past, but we
has earned himself the third singlesposition.
Lapides is returning to the team after missing last feel that the team is coming together and with a
strong effort we should see some positive reyear for shoulder surgery.
Bui,the fourth singles player, suffered a collapsed sults," said Lapides.
The Mules''first home match will be next
lung last week and it is uncertain when he will return
Thursday against Salem State University.
to the team.
They will be playing outdoors with a little
Bui's return is crucial as he provides strength and
help from the weather,but if Mother Naturedoes
support to the middle line-up.
Carter has stepped in to replace Bui as doubles not cooperate, their match will be played in the
fieldhouse.Q

Open Sun thru Wed till 9pm,
Thiirs till 10pm, Fri and Sat till Midnight
52 Front Street
873-6228
mv—mmaa ^a3ma *maMMamKaammm ^aamWaaa aa **anaa *a *ammanm ^ Wmm*mmMla *aaaV *a ^

Get off the Hill for a
Real Homecooked Breakfast .
at

Bonnie's Diner

S.O.S. Special
Chick Beef on

Homemade Bread

$2.95

Colbv II Special
1 Jumbo Pancake
1 Egg, Homefr ies

872-7712

$2 10

Open Seven Days a Week
5:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Benton Avenue, Winslow
Bear left i t'ter the Winslow bridge - then 3 miles ahead on the left
iMi wiiwiJitiHBgmamniiiiiiiii i iiiiii H iiiiii iiMiii ik^iyMiiM^

OF THE CENTURY?
Come Find Out.
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Robert

i

Robert Meeropol , son of Ethel and Julius Rosenburg
who were executed by the U.S.Government on June 19th , 1953,
will speak Thursday, April 15th at 11:00am in Lorimer Chapel .
This Spotl ight Lecture Event is brought to you by Stu-A Cultural
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The team looks forward to two
races in Worcester, Mass. The first
will be against Worcester
PolyTechnical and Boston College
and the second will be New
Englands. The meetswill be sprints
as opposed to heads, but the crew
team still hopes they will have a
head above the competition, especially with the new boats.
•
Sailing
•
Colby's other aquatic club competing in the spring is the sailing
club. The sailors will have five regattas before final exam week, including New Englands.Jon Ostrom
'94 and Ham Thompson '94 will
lead the Mules on the water, and
Chip Patterson '96 and Andrew
Minkiewicz '96 should contribute
as well.
Our spirits are very high for
the season despite the late start,"
said Ostrom. "We are definitely
excitedabout the season."
Freshmen will have to assumea
larger role because the squad has
no seniors on its roster.
If the Wind Mules can achieve
success equal to their fall season
when they lost only one regatta,
they will be pleased.
The sailors also have the proper
equipment to survive the adverse

BY ELLIOTT BARRY
StaffWriter
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pten's rugby practicesin the fieldhouse lot?
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. The' Colby Rugby, Crew and
Sailing club teams each entered
their second season of theacademic
yearthis spring.The luxury of playing twicea yearis a distinctive trade
mark of club spor t s, while the varsity programs are left to only one
sport per season. The spring seasonsare shorter for each team however,but provide a chance to brush
away the winter cob websand build
on the progress made in the fall.
•
•
Crew
The crew team members have
been working-out since February,
and are hoping their nearly three
months of preseason training will
help them perform in a season that
may be as short as two weeks.
"We are veryexcitedabout the
spring season,"said crewPresident
Toby Frothingham '93.
In a bold- move to become more
competitive,the Mulesare switching from the old four-man boats to
eight-man boats this spring. "This
is our first time fielding eight-man
boats," said Frothingham. "It will
bring us up to a better level of competition."

conditions of our wintery spring,
and to havea sucessful season.
•

Rugby

•

The rugby team looks forward
to warmweather so it can finally be
able to get outside and practice.
The team has been gearing up
inside for the spring tournament at
Providence, R.I. The Mules were
victorious at the tournament last
season and will hopefully be able
to again be champions.
"We should definitely be the
numberone seed at Providencethis
season," said club President Zach
Rubin '94. "We have to be the favorites/'
Leading the team are veteran
backs Jeff Barnes '93 and Mike
Murphy '94. The offense .will be
carried by bruiser Dan Sevilla '93
and Jeff "Biscuit" Kosc '94.
Indoor practices and runs prevent the ruggers from releasing
theirbuilt-upfrustrations.Theteam
has been extremely successful in
past seasons; this season should be
no exception.
Whetheronland or by sea,these
clubs work toward excellence in
the fall and the spring. All three
clubs have the potential for a successful season.O
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crew team 's version of

an outdoor practic eP^P ty YuhgoYamaguchi

Don 't drive , jiist call us for fast , free delivery!
873-4837
215A College Avenue
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Thurs. 8am-1 Opm

SCHOOLOFTHEARTS

Spring Semester in Film for Visitin gStudents
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HowYouLike Pizza At Home.

Each spring, we offer students of all educational backgroun ds tho opportunity to learn the fundamentals of
filmmaking at the Tisch School's renowned Department
of Film and Television. During an intensive ono-semostor
i
^T
X jA
program , you can immerse yourself in tho study of film
wh>lo living in tho heart of Greenwich Village.
I N Otv IORK. call
about our 1004 Spring Semester in Film,
For ^formation
(212) 998-1805
I NJlVFRmTY
coupon
return
below,
or
the
I^IJJkA^i^LI

Now York, N,V. 10003
Attn.: Norma Aflntntoln

< (P
%.H

Fri. and Sat. o pen
_
'til MIDNIGHT

POff lLIKE

David's new understanding of film has been very valuable to his work with video. "The Tisch program fulfilled
my expectations and much more; it was an amazing
experience."

Plooso send mo information about tlio 1094 Spring Semester in Film.

ID'S for case & keg deliveries.
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David, now a sen ior at MIT, was wor ki ng w it h interact ive
video and found it was difficult to think about films of
tho future without knowing the filmmaking process.
"At Tisch, I learned about eveiy aspect—writing, casting, shooting, di rect i ng, and editing. I did everything!"

TischSchool of the Arte

We can only accept Maine State

I

(

"As a media arts and science major at MIT, Iwas
lacking hands-on f ilmmaking experience, and the
semester at Tischjitright in with what I needed. "
— David Kung

Now York University
721 Broadway

(

Mon.-Wed. 8am-9pm
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Men s lax ranked seventh in New England

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamagucm

Brent McLean 9
' 5 practices with men's lax in the Hoyt's lot.

Trinity College 15-7in the first game
on a soggy field in Conn. The next
Asst. Sports Editor
day, the team ran squarely into a
The Colby men's lacrosse team potent Wesleyan University bunch
opened their season with a split in that exploded early, ending with a
their gorgeous spring trip to South- 13-5 victory over the Mules.
Defense was Colby's key to stiern New England. The Mules beat

BY JAC COYNE

<|iy

m

flingTrinity'sscoring threats. Robin its toll on the Mules.
Ottaway'95 and Tri-Captain Andy
Other competition for the Lax
hingeda
defensive
'94
Mules
on the spring trip came
Colligan
contigent that also boasted Andy against a clubteam from the Boston
Vernon '95, who was instrumental area. Although the competitions
in shutting down the Trinity were very informal, with the score
Bantam'sbig gun. Theplay of goalie irrelevant, the team gained needed
TomHarrop'95wasthe cornerstone time against live opponents after
to the Mules pulling out the game, drilling for a month in the
which was more in doubt than the fieldhouse.
score would suggest.
Other notable playerson the tri p
"[Harrop] made a lot of saves of were midfielder FranchotTone '95,
the one on one variety," said Head who did yeoman work on the
Coach David Zazzaro. "Guys faceof fs,winning 10of 12 at Trinity,
would come in close on him and he ending the trip with 18 wins and
would stuff them."
nine losses for an impressive 67
On the offensive end,Billy Bush percent mark. Fellow midfielder
'94 and Brent McLean '95 provided Creighton McDonald '95 netted
the scoring punch, with Bush hav- threegoals,while the "J.S.Express,"
ing four goals and twohelpers while composed of Jon Smith '96 and John
McLean punched home two with Stanley '95, was surprisingly held
two assists. Tri-Captain Dave to one goal and one assist, both
McKee '93 and freshman Brett garnered by Stanley.
Nardini worked hard and played
Thespring trip wasalso the start
solidly. "They really enabled us to for the Andy Colligan '94 penalty
dominate between the restraining watch,as the junior captain earned
boxes," said Zazzaro.
three minutes in the box in two
Fatiguewas a major factor in the games, well ahead of second place
Wesleyan game, as the Cardinals McLean, who only has a minute
got off to a 6-1 lead in the opening and thirty seconds.
stanza. "I felt the reason we lost
Overall,the trip was definitely a
was because we were tired," said success,withthe Mules ranked sevZazzaro. "They jumped onus early, enth in New England. Their next
going up 6-1 in the first quarter. game comes against Conn. College,
They set the tempo and it was hard which is ranked 20th in the country,
to come."
averaging 16 points a game. "I was
Swingman Jeff Harris '95, who very pleased because the guys
nevermet a shot he did not like,led worked tremendously hard," said
the Mules with two goals as the Zazzaro. "They never let up."Q
team fell 13-5. Facing two solid opponents in two days definitely took IIIIIIII MI IWWWWtWWWWWWWWfHWWWW -IIIII I I.HIIIIIIH
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This week'sDevastator goesId baseball Tri-Captai n
I Chris Baynes '93,
Baynes leads the
teaLtebatttegaverages in slugging
.385* His four stolenbasesmakeMm
the biggest bag
thief for Colby.He
is also the most
walked JVtuIe and
has gotten to first
on balls six times '
alreadyihis season,
'!Bayneshas enjoyed "'"
an errorlessfeign in
centerfield thusraur
as well*Way to go
Baynsyl
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TUES-FRI: 7:30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00
45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010
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Uumuicr Term 1993 at Boston University often an array of academic opportunities from which to pick. Choose from among 400 undergraduate and
gradua te courses , representing over 40 academic fields. J oin oiir diverse , vital
summer community of mote than 6,500 students from around the world.
Samp le our summer concert scries , our extensive recreational programs , and
more. Call today and hel p yourself to Boston University Summer Term l .,, . •

.:

' Summer Session I
May 18-Ju'nc '26, 1*993

¦
. r Summer Session II .• ' •> .."•. ;;. >V. r June 29-Augmt :7, \l 993 '. " ' '•
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Registration for both sessions begins April 13 , 1993. Call 617/353-6000 .
' > ,»_ • •
today! For a free Summer Term bulletin , send the coupon below to: * , • ¦•
Boston University Summer Tejm , 755 Commonwealth Avenue , Room 201 ,
Boston , MA 02215. Or fax the comp leted coupon to 617/353-6633.
7 YES! I want to help myself to Boston University Summer Term 1993, , ' .!,
' ' ' ' ¦' • ' •
, Send my free copy of the Summer.Term bulletin to: .¦', < >
'
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Softb all drops seven
over spring break
BY JAC COYNE

Asst. Sports Editor

As good as
apple pie

3tecently> the m^d te has btonght the
prejudicesthat e*?$*ift. maj or league baseball
into Jiving j»omsacross the cownfcy.Whether
it was Citidnatti &eds owne* Matge Schott
complaining abd&t the laziness of blacky #*
J?sse Jackson Staging protest?against maj or
!e*gWL*fc^^atI t»«oa«ge olsfeiacko^fc!acks in
higher managerialpositions, it seems as il
p^essioniaisports ia cttfrentlyti^
bia$ SpOrijght £?ave Fallone, A former major
leaguettmpisre im 18 years,had a message of
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Was $3jriicwsu y dtt according io jPal)(ane< it Was his Sexual preference tha£cast him M*job.. ftfaii.y others
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Women's Lax

Eastern College Athletic Conference [ECAC] tourney. "NESCAC is the strongest lacrosse division in
New England/' said Pluck. The women wall face their
first test this weekend when they travel to Trinity
continued from page 20.
College in Hartford, Conn, to take on a team which
such a special group of players/' said Pluck. "The returns every starter from last year's team. .
Success during the rest of the season will come
players are very team oriented and that contributes
only if the team utilizes its experience on the defento our overall success."
The White Mules face a tough road if they want sive end of the field. "Defense is our key," said Pluck.
to achieve their goal of landing a berth in the "The defense has been here before." With a rookie
goalkeeperin the cage,the
Mules will have to rely on
the maturity of Co-Captains Jen Roy '93 and Amy
Partridge'93. "Notonlydo
they play great defense,"
said Pluck, "but they provide great leadership as
well."
The greatest problem
for women's lax lies with
Mother Nature. Excessive
amounts of snow havelimited practice to the
fieldhouse and the team
has not been able to practice its transition game.
"We arca fast team which
benefits from the transition
from offense to defense,"
said Pluck. "We can't practice that inside and that
hurts us."Q
¦
photo by Yuligo Yamaguchi
Alice Amstutz'95 and Rebecca May 'OS at practice.

The softball team and Head
Coach Laura Halldorson returned
to a snow-covered Mayflower Hill
after a deceivingly productive trip
to sunny Florida, in which the
squad ended with a 1-7 record.
Although the poor record puts the
teaminthe hole,which could prove
to be costly come Eastern College
Athletic Conference [ECAC] time,
the team was able to use the trip as
a tool to prepare the squad for
games back home.
"It tested us," said Halldorson.
"It showed us what our strengths
and weaknesses are."
However abysmal the record
may look on paper,the team gained
a lot of needed experience to help
them gel together. The team is extremely young, with six first-years
and seven sophomores on the roster. Younger players on the team
got the playing time they needed
to mature.
Experience is not easily reflected in the box score,but experience is what the team needed,and
they got it. Michele Kennedy '93,
the lone senior on the team, felt
that the 1-7mark was not reflective
of the experience garnered on the
trip. "[Our record] shows nothing
about the progress we made down
there," said center-fielder
Kennedy. "It was a good week for
us."
Meaghan O'Neil and Karen
Ackleyarethe team's primaryfirstyear contributors. O'Neil, who is
starting at the hot corner,is boasting an impressive .932 fielding percentage. Ackley does not bring
much heat to the pitching mound,
but is adept at finessing the ball
acrossthe plate,and has 4.8ERA in
41 2/3 innings at work.
Leading the team defensively
-

¦

'
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on their tour through the sunshine
state was Kennedy,Captain Karen
Whitcomb '94, who is playing excellentball at shortstop,and catcher
Becca Apollon '95. Apollon is also
impressiveat the plate,batting .458
with three homerun dingers.
Complementing Apollon is outfielder Chris Haigh '95,who is batting a .333 clip, with one long ball.
Seven losses is a tough start and
will put the heat on the team if they
want to be serious contenders for a
bid in the ECAC tournament. The
one victory the team was able to
accumulate came against a solid
Endicott College squad. The other
losses were fairly close, providing
confidence for this young team.

Unfortunately, the rest of the
season is up in the air. Depending
on the mood of Old Man Winter, it
is hard to tell exactly how many
games will be possible. As with
other spring teams, softball games
may be moved to neutral sites in
Mass. where the grass can be seen.
Three games have been canceled
so far, with the immediate forecast
calling for about two more to be
called off.
Overall,the trip South was productivefor the team,withtheyoung
guns getting their cuts in and some
time in the field before their rigorous ECAC schedule kicks off. The
Mules played some of the elite of
Division III softball teams down in
Florida, and were not that far
outmatched,which also contributes
to the confidence of this young
team.
Kennedy is still confidentabout
the rest of the season. "We were at
the same level as all of those teams
[in Florida]," said Kennedy, "bu t
little things added up. We'd have
one bad inning. I thought we were
as good as any team down there."Q
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We Have In-Line Skates
by Bauer & American

Prices Start at

$69.95

I

20% pff All In-Line I
Protective Equipment

iosepiTs

^CLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
Main St., Fairfield
453-9756

'

OPEN

Mon.-Th ura. & Sat. 0-5
Frt.9>8

Club Sports
reviewed, see
page 17.

Baseball perseveres despite bad weather
indefinitely with the University of
Southern Maine. Dexter hopes the
Mules will be able to open their
While many of us were off play- home season on April 17th with a
ing in the warm Florida sun over double-header against Plymouth
spring break/ the Colby baseball State College.
Despite thelackof games,Dexter
team was ... well ... doing the same,
only they had bats,balls and gloves. is pleased with the way the season
Colby traveled to Fort Meyers to is progressing. A perpetual wintake on some of the nation's power- ning attitude, team cohesiveness
house Division 111 teams and one and daily improvement in both
Division II team as well. They re- practice and games have all been
turned to Mayflower Hill last week achieved with a good deal of success. These positive notes have
having posted a 3-6 record.
'
"The record is a little deceiv- eclipsed the six losses over the
ing,"said Head Coach Tom Dexter. spring week and gives hope for the
"We dropped one of those games to future.
"This team has definitely disMankato State, which is a Division
layed
outstanding character thus
II team, and two to Allegheney, p
far
in
the
season," said Dexter. "We
which is ranked among the top 10
have played with a lot of class and
in the country."
have
maintained our composure."
Dexter was pleased with his
The
Mules will look to its tough
team's performance in the remaindefense
and line-drive hitting to
ing six games. "We lost the first
win
games
in the future. "We're not
game because we hadn't been on
to
hit
the ball out of the park,"
the field yet this year, but after that going
said shortstop Justin Van Til '95,
I thought we played well."
Like most other spring sports, "rather, we're gonna get teams by
baseball has had to plan its sched- playing tenacious defense, utilizule around the weather and com- ing the bunt and stealing bases."
Several players have stepped up
pete for fieldhouse time with other
sports. "We have great facilities," this season and shown they can
said Dexter, "but we need to get play the game. Tri-Captain Chris
Baynes '93 had an impressive week
outside to be on the grass."
The poor weather has not only in Florida on both the offensiveand
stifl ed practice time, but the snow defensive fronts. Baynesbatted .385
has interrupted actual games as and stole four bases while making
well. So far this season, Colby has no errors in nine games in
had to cancel one double-header centerfield. In addition to solid play
with Clark and postpone a game behind the plate, catcher Rich
BY PETER DUBACK
StaffWriter

Keith Gleason '94 forced to practicej ndoors because of snow.
Rygalski '94 leads the team in hits
the plate.. ..- .. - ... .
With ambitious goals which in_-„
with 11 and is batting .355. Second
elude a winning record,an Eastern
baseman Keith Gleason '94 is batCollege Athletic Conference
ting .346 and is tied for the highest
[ECAC] tourney berth and the covRBI total with 3. Tri-Captain Dave
eted
CBB title, the White Mules
McCarthy '93 leads the pitching
rotation and is also batting .273from

Women' s tennis looks to a coachless spring
matches for themselves because
they do not have a coach to do it
for them.
Co-captain Tina Buffum had a
meeting with Director of Athletitcs
Richard Whi tmore on Wednesday
to talk about the team's staus in
the spring season, and to arrange
possible funding for the potetial
matches they have scheduled.
"Our goal is to get a spring
tennis program under way," said
Co-Captain Tina Buffum '93.
"Most other NESCAC schools
have them."
The lack of a head coach has
forced Buffum to assume even
moreof a leadership oriented role.
She has taken the Initiative to
schedule three matches and fight
for precious fieldhouse time this
snow-filled spring. All of her responsibilities tend to overshadow
photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi her dedication as the number six
Tina Buffum '93.
player on the ladder. The added tasks have
BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
brought out the loyalty of the other players as
Sports Editor
well.
Co-Captain Kim Carlson '93 has also had
In the fall the members of the women's to step up to help Buffum lead the team.
tennis team proved they were unique with
"Now we have to worry more about the
their performances on the court. Now that administrative stuff in terms of scheduling
spring has come they have shown their dedi- practice and making sure people get there,"
cation with their attitude as well as their said Carlson. "We're working hard and doracquets. Although, they are not ' officailly ing well when wc get on the court. It's just
recognized by the college or the Athletic De- that wc don't get as much court time without
partment as a spring varsity program, the a coach."
squad has organized practice time and
"It feels great to get together as a team and

play," said Buffum. "We are a tight group
who know each other well and are committed to each other. Playing without a coach
wouldn't work with a less cohesive group."
A coachless team has its ups and downs,
according to Buffum. A coach would make it
top priority to get court time for the team,
while Buffum and the other playersare happy
just to p lay at all. "We get shafted concerning
fieldhouse time," said Buffum, "so we just
play when we can."
Even the tightest teams benefit from a
full-timehead coach.John Illig, the women's
tennis coach in the fall and squash coach in
the winter,might have stayed on in the spring
but the Colby athletic department does not
pay for a spring women's tennis coach.
"In my four years here, twice we have
tried to get a spring program going," said
Buffum. "The athletic program needs to get
the spring racquet program more stabilized .
I can see why John left. You can lose interest
when you're not getting paid."
Playing without a coach gives players the
freedom to work on what they want to, but a
coach's impact on a team cannot be matched.
"It's hard because a coach can tell players
what to do," said Buffum. "As a captain
you're telling your friends and you don't
want to step on any toes. We try to make it
serious but we are definitely more free to do
what we want."
Ideally, what the women's tennis program would like is not just a coach in the
spri ng, but someone who would be in charge
of Colby racquet sports with assistants to
guide both the men's and women's tcams.Q
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have their work cut out for them.
Cancelled games and muddy conditions are not going to help them
on their way. But "thisteanrvtfahts
to win," said Van Til . "We know
we can do it,and we're going to."Q

Defense key to
women's lax
BY PETER DUBACK
StaffWriter
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After one game into the '93season, the
women's lacrosse team is 0-1 but very
optimistic. After being down 0-5 to a tough
Hamilton College squad and coming back
to force the contest into double overtime,
it has reason to be.
Head Coach Deb Pluck was very impressed with the team's play even though
the Mules dropped the extended bout 1213. "It was a tremendous effort," said
Pluck. "Hamilton is a very strong team
and to play them that tight was great."
Strong playby defenseman Andy Sulak
'94 was one of the keys to the success in the
game. "This was Andy's first start on the
varsity team," said Pluck. "I thought she
responded very well and played an excellent game."
Keycontributionsontheoffensive front
came from the scoring tandem of Jess
Matzkin '94, who contributed three goals
and an assist,and Cynthia Kelley '96,with
a hat trick of her own. Jen Pope '96 anchored the defense by tallying 25 saves in
the net for the While Mules.
Another game was scheduled against
Middlebury College, but was cancelled
due to excess amounts of water on the
field. Yet the success of the team has not
been limited by its nearly non-existant
schedule, according to Pluck.
"This team is a success because it is
See WOMENS LAXon page 19.

